One of the most remarkable observations stemming from the sequencing of genomes of diverse species is that the number of protein-coding genes in an organism does not correlate with its overall cellular complexity. Alternative splicing, a key mechanism for generating protein complexity, has been suggested as one of the major explanation for this discrepancy between the number of genes and genome complexity. Determining the extent and importance of alternative splicing required the confluence of critical advances in data acquisition, improved understanding of biological processes and the development of fast and accurate computational analysis tools. Although many model organisms have now been completely sequenced, we are still very far from understanding the exact frequency of alternative splicing from these sequenced genomes.This paper will highlight some recent progress and future challenges for functional genomics and bioinformatics in this rapidly developing area.
Background: Alternative Splicing in various organisms
Alternative splicing is the process by which exons in transcripts are joined in different combinations to generate multiple mRNA variants, represents an important mechanism for the expression of structurally and functionally distinct proteins from a limited number of genes.
[1] Recent genomic and bioinformatics analysis of vast amount of transcript data in human and other organisms suggest that alternative splicing is widespread in almost all higher eukaryotic genomes.
[2] In humans, the frequency of alternative splicing has increased dramatically from a prior estimates as low as 5% [3] to 35-65% of all genes and 74% of all multi-exon genes having at least one alternative splice form.
[4] Though, it is not known to what extent the resulting splice variants specify functionally relevant transcripts and proteins. This estimated prevalence of alternative splicing changes every year so the higher prevalence of alternative splicing makes it an imperative to produce a comprehensive catalog of all splice variants and develop a better understanding of its origin, function, and regulation. ] showed that in comparison to higher animals, plants show a much greater degree of variety in their alternative splicing rates and in some plant species the rates of alternative splicing in animal and plant are very much comparable although the distribution of the types of spliced events may vary. Brett et al., (2002) [8] in a large-scale expressed sequence tag (EST) analysis, estimated that, across a variety of distinct metazoan organisms as humans and nematodes, the rate of alternative splicing is similar. Kan et al., (2002) [9] have suggested that given a sufficient amount of EST coverage, alternative splice patterns may be observed for all genes that undergo splicing; hence, the higher the EST coverage, the higher the level of alternative splicing we expect. Contrary to this, Kim et al., (2004) [10] in a somewhat indirect method to calculate the level of alternative splicing, revealed that the level of alternative splicing varies between different organisms with a greater amount of alternative splicing in mammals compared with invertebrates. However, in reply, Harrington et al., (2004) [11] found that the most of the above studies were based on the EST coverage of the organisms, which has its own inherent limitations. Recently, Kim et al., (2007) 
Future directions:
The old axiom "one gene, one protein" no longer holds true, the more complex an organism, the more likely it became that way by extracting multiple protein meanings from individual genes. A number of bioinformatics analysis have been performed to elucidate the functional impact of alternative splicing but till now no single study has been fully successful in delineation of all possible spliced transcript of a gene. So, the major goal of alternative splicing annotation project in various organisms should be aimed at not only developing better and more efficient methods to identify the entire spectrum of alternative splice forms but also at developing an exhaustive pool of alternative transcripts of an organism to fully understand the complexity of eukaryotes.
